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- Windows drivers roll out for Steam Deck but Valve won’t support it | GamingOnLinux [2]

  Out of the box, the Steam Deck comes with SteamOS 3 Linux and overall apart from early quirks and bugs it does work very well but they’re now providing Windows drivers ? with a big caveat.

- Windows 10 Now Available For Steam Deck, But You Shouldn’t Install It [3]

- The Steam Deck Changed Us FOREVER | A Linux gaming crossover event! - Invidious [4]

- Four nerds talk about Steam Deck, Valve, Linux and more | GamingOnLinux [5]

  I had the absolute pleasure of a very long and relaxed chat with some other Linux content creators: Nick from The Linux Experiment, Jason from Forbes / Linux For Everyone and Gardiner Bryant. Talking through various points including Linux, Valve, Steam, Steam Machines, Steam Deck and more.

Heroic Games Launcher Gets The Flatpak Treatment This Week [7]

The Steam Deck Feature Radically Changing How I Enjoy Video Games [8]
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